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INTRODUCTION

In November 1996, SKB started financing of the project "System and safety studies of
accelerator driven transmutation systems and development of a spallation target". The
aim of the project was stated as:

1) Development of a complete code for simulation of transmutation processes
in an accelerator driven system. Application of the code for analysis of
neutron flux, transmutation rates, reactivity changes, toxicity and radiation
damages in the transmutation core.

2) Build up of competence regarding issues related to spallation targets,
development of research activities regarding relevant material issues.
Performing of basic experiments in order to investigate the adequacy of using
the spallation target as a neutron source for a transmutation system, and
participation in the planning and implementation of an international
demonstration-experiment.

In the present report, activities within the framework of the project performed at the
department of Nuclear & Reactor Physics at the Royal Institute of Technology during
1997, are accounted for.

SIMULATION OF PARTICLE TRANSPORT

This part of the project was performed by research associate Jan Wallenius together
with PhD student Kamil Tucek and guest scientist Aleksander Polanski. Results from
Diploma theses made at the department also appeared to be useful. Research associate
Adam Soltan participated in the processing of evaluated nuclear data files for use in
the simulations.

Spoliation

Aleksander Polanski from the Soltan-institute in Warsaw visited the department twice
during 1997 for work on Monte-Carlo simulations of the spallation process. The
process can shortly be described as nuclear reactions that take place when a lighter
nucleus (in transmutation studies, mainly protons are discussed), accelerated to
energies of the order of 1 GeV, hits a heavier nucleus. Initially, a few nucleons with
relatively high energy are ejected. Then, the excited target nucleus relaxes by
evaporating several additional nucleons. The higher the projectile energy, the larger
number of nucleons are emitted. The main part of the emitted nucleons are neutrons,
which can be used as a neutron source for a sub-critical transmutation core.

Codes simulating the spallation process generally rely on theoretical predictions of
nucleon-nucleus cross sections that are adjusted to fit existing experimental data,
which for some energy ranges can be scarce. The projectile is usually transported
inside the target nucleus using Monte-Carlo methods, yielding statistical distributions
of emitted nucleons and nuclei.

Polanski did previously participate in the development of a Russian code (DUBNA-
CE) for simulation of this process, which in comparison with experimental results for
neutron yields and spallation product distributions in thin targets, generally exhibits
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better predictive capability than other existing codes [1]. However, during the year it
appeared that in order to make a sufficiently good simulation of neutron production in
larger targets, a better model for neutron transport in-between nuclear collisions than
provided by the Russian code, was needed. Polanski therefore recommended to use a
code with good transport capabilities as a frame for the code development, and to that
code add improved theoretical calculations of nuclear reaction cross sections in high
energy nucleon-nucleus collisions.

An investigation of FLUKA [2] made by johan Carisson [3] showed that FLUKA in
principle could be used for calculation of neutron fluxes, spallation product yields and
toxicity in extended targets. Carlo Rubbia's Emerging Energy Technology group also
uses FLUKA for simulation of high energy processes in their studies of accelerator
driven systems. Nevertheless, Alberto Talamo's diploma thesis showed that FLUKA
results for spallation product yield were rather suspicious [4]. Further, it turned out that
the present author of FLUKA, Alfredo Ferrari, did not agree on sharing the source
code with other scientists. Hence attention was transferred towards LAHET (Los
Alamos High Energy Transport code) [5], which features a complex treatment of
particle transport in arbitrary materials, including an advanced geometry setup
developed for the low energy transport code MCNP (see following section). The
drawbacks of LAHET are, as previously mentioned, that the predicted yield of
spallation products in many cases does not agree with experimentally measured yields.
Further, the angular distribution of emitted particles seems not to agree with
experimental distributions measured for thin targets.

During the fall of 1997, cooperation with the author of LAHET, Richard Prael, was
initiated, leading to an agreement where Polanski is writing subroutines for inclusion of
improved theoretical cross sections into the upcoming version (3) of LAHET. The
result of this cooperation is assumed to be a significant improvement in LAHET
predictions of spallation product yields, which consequently gives a better basis for a
correct prediction of induced target radiotoxicity. LAHET version 3 thus is adopted as
the choice of simulation code for high energy scattering (E 150 MeV) in the integrated
code package that the present project is expected to produce.

Neutronics

During 1997, Jan Wallenius and Kamil Tucek used MCNP (Monte Carlo N-Particle
transport code) [6] for calculations of neutron spectra and neutron economy in
different types of accelerator driven systems. During spring the activity was
concentrated to participating in IAEA:s Coordinated Research Program (CRP) on
neutronics of accelerator driven systems. In this program calculations of neutron
multiplication, neutron spectrum, power density and burnup for a sub-critical
Th232/U233 lead cooled core with oxide fuel were performed by research groups
from ten different laboratories [7]. This system is very similar to the "Energy
Amplifier" concept put forward by Carlo Rubbia. Continuous energy cross sections for
neutron scattering were adopted from European and American evaluated nuclear data
files and processed to take into account Doppler broadening effects at different
temperatures (300K, 600K, 900Kand 1200K). Cross sections of 30 actinides and 180
fission products were taken into account in the Monte Carlo simulation of neutron
spectra, neutron multiplication and power density at each time step of the bumup.
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Figure 1: Neutron multiplication as function of fission generation in a sub-critical core using a
spallation target as neutron source. Generation # zero denotes spallation neutrons. A simplified
model of a sodium cooled core with metallic U238/Pu239 fuel was assumed. Asymptotically
the multiplication coefficient k relaxes to the value of 0.951, whilst the neutron flux is in
transient mode with k 0.96 until fission number ten of the cascade. The effective neutron
multiplication thus is ~ 30 % larger than what naively may be assumed from the value of keff
(defined as the eigenvalue to the neutron transport equation).

MCNP in criticality mode was also used to calculate effective neutron multiplication
for each individual fission cascade generation. As shown in figure 1, the neutron flux is
in transient mode well beyond the 10th fission generation also for sodium cooled
plutonium breeding sub-critical cores, which means that fundamental mode analysis
partially looses relevance for neutronics and safety analysis of sub-critical systems

Since sub-critical cores with homogeneous fuel composition exhibit much larger
gradients in neutron flux and concomitant power density than analog critical cores do
(see figure 2), the total power of the system is limited by maximal allowed power
density (cooling capacity) and radiation damages in central parts of the core. As power
is proportional to the number of fissioning actinide nuclei, one has an inferior
transmutation efficiency in outer parts of the core, in comparison with critical
configurations. This can be compensated for by use of an inhomogeneous fuel
composition, with an increased fraction of thermally fissionable isotopes in outer core
fuel elements. Such power density flattening strategies are used in modern light water
reactors, but can be made even more flexible in a sub-critical system, which does not
need not rely on delayed neutrons for safety in case of accidental criticality insertions.
One might consider fuel elements with pure transuranic composition in outer core
parts, with an increased fraction of U238 or fission products in inner regions.

With several years of experience using the continuous energy MCNP transport code,
we conclude that the code is an accurate tool for simulating neutronics of sub-critical
cores, which excludes errors in calculation due to the calculation method itself. This is
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Figure 2: Power density in a sub-critical Th232/U233 oxide fuel core with fast spectrum, as
function of radius and eigenvalue kx to the neutron transport equation. A total power of 1500
MWth was assumed. Even though liquid metal coolants allow for power densities around 300
W/cm3 in oxide fuel cores, one finds that this limit is exceeded in the vicinity of the spallation
target. This problem can be resolved by introducing an inhomogeneous fuel element
composition.

in the authors' opinion an advantage over multi-group codes, where results might be
sensitive to bad group structuring and self-shielding corrections in an unpredictable
way. Continuous energy Monte-Carlo codes and deterministic multigroup codes both
suffer from the same potential errors in underlying cross section evaluation data,
however.

Burnup

Simulation of transmutation processes in sub-critical systems over extended periods of
time, so called burnup, was made using the ORIGEN2 code (Oak Ridge Isotope
GENeration and depletion code) [9]. The code uses effective one-group cross sections
for transmutation reactions like fission, neutron capture and neutron knockout, that
have to be calculated with an external neutronics code for each specific system. The
department calculated these one-group cross sections with MCNP for all actinides and
those of the fission products for which transport cross sections existed in the
European evaluated nuclear data library (~ 180), in each separate MCNP-cell.
Specifying an average power of the cell subject to bumup, ORIGEN2 converts this
power to an average neutron flux, which is used in conjunction with the one-group
cross section library for calculating transmutation rates. The transmutation process, i.e.
the change in isotopic composition over time is then calculated by solving the Bateman
equations, taking into account natural decay of all nuclides. ORIGEN2 provides
"default" cross sections for a range of reactor types for a total of 1400 nuclides, which
are used in the burnup for those isotopes that we did not calculate cross sections using
MCNP.
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Figure 3: Evolution over time of the eigenvalue k̂  in a lead cooled sub-critical Th232/U233
core, at a constant power of 1500 MWth. Point data with error bars are eigenvalues calculated
with MCNP in criticality mode, for fuel compositions predicted with the MCNP/ORIGEN2
package.

Simulation of burnup for the IAEA CRP mentioned above was made using the
MCNP/ORIGEN2 package. Results for the time development of the eigenvalue k^ to
the neutron transport equation at a constant power of 1500 MWth in the lead cooled
core, are displayed in figure 3 for two initial values of k*,. A higher initial k*. gives,
according to these results, a larger reactivity loss over the burnup cycle.

During the fall of 1997 the MCNP/ORIGEN2 coupling was automatized step by
step, leading to the completition of a BURN[r] package where no manual editing of
files are needed to perform bumup calculations in up to 100 core regions in-between
consecutive MCNP runs for adjusting one-group cross sections and individual cell
fluxes.

During this work several drawbacks of ORIGEN2 burnup treatment were realized.
First, mechanisms for controlling spectrum changes during burnup calculations are
missing, which may lead to problems when isotopes with high absorption cross
sections appear in the fuel. Second, the fission product yield as function of incident
neutron energy is treated in an over simplified manner. Experimental data for the
fission product yields exist virtually only for two single neutron energies, which
ORIGEN2 uses in accordance with a user specification of either a "thermal" or a
"fast" spectrum. In addition, ORIGEN2 gives explicit fission product yields for a
maximum of eight actinides.

Hence, an initiative was taken to create an internal bumup module to MCNP, which is
anticipated to manage handling of spectrum changes during burnup consistently, and
further will be using theoretical models for predicting the incident neutron energy
dependence of fission product yields. Work on this module was started in November
1997 in cooperation with Jerzy Cetnar from the University of Cracow.
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PROJECT MILESTONES

Milestone number one, for part one of the project was defined as "Choice of relevant
computer codes as frames for developingan integrated code package, and definition of
necessary improvements". In the present report, this choice is clearly presented
together with the improvements to the codes deemed necessary to make. In
conclusion:

D LAHET version 3 with new subroutines for improved predictive capability of
spallation product yield, will be used for simulation of high energy particle
transport.

O MCNP will be used for neutronics simulations.

• A new program for calculation of burnup, intended for integration with MCNP,
needs to be developed.

WORK PLAN FOR 1998

Integration of LAHET version 3 and MCNP will be done in cooperation with the APT
group of Los Alamos National Laboratory, which has initiated a similar code
integration project for simulation of Accelerator based Production of Tritium systems.
The integration will make possible the use of evaluated nuclear scattering data also for
particle energies in the energy region 20-150 MeV, for a number of isotopes. The
agreement with the APT group consists of our group writing a complete burnup
module, and defining unified formats for fission product treatment. In return, we will
then be given access to MCNPX, in which LAHET version 3 will function as a
subroutine to an extended MCNP being capable of transporting arbitrary particles at
arbitrary energies. The transition from use of calculated cross sections at particle
energies above 150 MeV to library cross sections at lower energies will be implemented
in a flexible way, allowing for different treatment for different isotopes, depending on
availability of experimental data. Hence, the activities of the department during 1998
can be concentrated to work on subroutines for LAHET version 3 in cooperation with
the Sol tan institute in Warsaw, and completition of the burnup module, in cooperation
with the University of Cracow.
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INVESTIGATION OF SPALLATION TARGET PROPERTIES

Demonstration experiment

ISTC project number 559 was being under preparation during 1997. We defined and
agreed on a work plan for the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (IPPE),
which in the framework of this project will design and construct a liquid lead/bismuth
spallation target rated for 1 MW proton beam power. This work plan was
subsequently approved by the ISTC partners (Sweden, EU and USA). A list of
equipment necessary to acquire beside what is guaranteed by ISTC was prepared.

The project was de jure (and de facto) launched on January 1st 1998.

Liquid lead/bismuth loop experiment

In cooperation with Los Alamos National Laboratory, experimental activity
concerning lead/bismuth as a core coolant was initiated. Preparations for a
lead/bismuth loop experiment on location in Stockholm started.

Workshop on accelerator driven systems

An international workshop on the physics of accelerator driven systems for nuclear
transmutation and clean energy generation was arranged by the department in
cooperation with LANL. The conference was held in Trento, Italy September, from
the 29th of September to the 3rd of October. The number of participants were 75, of
which 25 were Italians, 10 from CERN, 6 Russians, 5 French, 5 Americans (LANL), 4
Swedish, 3 Spanish and 3 Germans.

Among the presentations was a talk by IPPE scientist Y. Orlov on lead/bismuth
technology, concluding that a proper oxygen concentration in Pb/Bi prevents
corrosion. If it is too high it can lead to Pb or Bi oxidation, while it must still be high
enough to form FejCU and GftOj oxide crusts. The ideal oxygen concentration
depends on the temperature, therefore one must avoid too big temperature
differences.

Thermohydraulic calculations

Johan Carlsson spent the fall of 1997 in ISPRA, Italy for studying and performing
thermohydraulics calculations for liquid lead and lead/bismuth used as spallation
targets and fast spectrum core coolants.

After arriving to JRC Ispra, Johan made aliterature survey, startingwith Prof. Rubbia's
reports on Accelerator Driven Systems [10].He also studied reports on the American
research by General Electric, GE, on heavy liquid metal cooled systems (SAFR and
PRISM), which were done during the 80's [11,12,13]. Their similarities to Prof.
Rubbia's proposal made them important and relevant. For example, Rubbia's concept
as well as PRISM and SAFR were designed to have the ability to remove decay heat
after a scram exclusively by air. This can be done by natural convection around the
reactor vessel. One could say that Rubbia's proposal is a development of this, but he
uses double reactor vessels with isolating gas in between to reduce the parasitic losses
during regular operation. When the temperature in the vessel increases considerably
this isolating space is filled by lead, this is because lead expands with increasing
temperature and thereby increases the lead level, after a while it runs over the edge of
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the reactor vessel and thereby fills the gap. Calculations on the American version were
also done by an independent research team (Brookhaven National Laboratory, BNL)
which depicted that the decay heat removal could be accomplished and that it was as
good as fail proof (even at an earthquake) since it was not dependent on human nor
electrical/mechanical reliability.

PRISM had an oblong shape, to enhance natural circulation, which resembles of the
Rubbia version. It is also hang up on similar shock absorbers which can handle
catastrophes like earthquakes. There are of course differences, the biggest is that
PRISM not has an accelerator nor a sub-critical core. To add, the PRISM design are of
nine reactor collected in one block where each one produced about 400 MWth. One of
the purposes with smaller reactors was to avoid a positive void coefficient in the
coolant.

Studies on the safety systems of BWR and PWR, which are of interest since most of the
safety functions are similar in ADS as well.

Flow3D, results

The intention of an experiment that is prpoposed to be situated at JRC Ispra is to
prove that cooling of the core can be done by enhanced natural circulation, the
enhanced circulation would be accomplished by inserting Argon bubbles above the
core. They also want to check if decay heat can be removed by exclusively air by natural
convection outside the vessel.

Some calculations done with Flow3D are going to be used for an experiment which
might be situated at JRC. They are aimed to design the reactor vessel with emphasize
on avoiding swirls and that it should be possible to remove decay heat by solely air. See
figure 4.

Examples of parameters to vary is the relative dimension between the up-comer and
the down-comer, Johan's calculations showed that a relationship of 3:1 instead of 4:1
was better due to less swirls in the top region of the vessel. One more example is the
height of the wall between the up-comer and down-comer above the bottom of the
reactor vessel should end, if it ends too close to the bottom swirls will develop. A last
example is the shape of the bottom of the vessel, we found that an elliptical shape
instead of spherical decreased the swirls.

Regarding the cooling of the vessel by air calculations with fins and increased surface
roughnes and, dimension of channels were made. Unfortunately are these calculations
not satisfactory since radiation heat transfer cannot be handled, and the Boussinesq
approximation is not applicable.

At LANL, Los Alamos National Laboratory, a full scale experiment on a target with an
accelerator will start 1999. The target is manufactured in Obninsk, Russia. Two Russian
designs, were investigated, see figures 5 and 6. The coolant is Pb/Bi, flow rate 14 m3/h,
and at inlet the temperature is 220°C. The proton beam is of 800 MeV and 1250 mA.

In the asymmetrical target the gravity is acting in the negative x-direction and the beam
is inserted horisontally. The maximum temperature becomes circa 520°C and is located
behind the separating wall because the flow is not as developed there. The fact that the
most elevated temperature is close to the separating wall is not good in the view point
of corrosion control.
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In the symmetrical target with gravity acting in negative z-direction and the beam
inserted from the top of the picture. The maximum temperature is here about 560°C.
If the gravity acts in the opposite direction, positive z-direction, the maximum
temperature is nearby 510°C. The difference is due to that the buoyancy forces is
working opposite and in the direction of the heated flow respectively.

Russian scientists have performed two dimensional calculations which my results will
be compared with eventually.

Flow3D, problems occurred

The reason for Flow3D was chosen was that it could handle freezing. Since the
present work was supposed to handle freezing problems in a lead cooled Accelerator
Driven System, this seemed to be the appropriate choice.

After weeks of usage and learning, the conclusion that Flow3D has limitations which
could not be compensated in a reliable way for the present problem was made. For
instance, Flow3D can only treat two fluids at the same time (we will need at least
three), of which only one can be compressible.

If one chooses to have two incompressible fluids in natural convection problems the
Boussinesq approximation are not suitable for gases which are heated more than a few
degrees or travel a height more than a couple of meters. Since one wans to remove the
decay heat by natural convection of outside of the vessel where the air was heated
about 150-200°C this was not a possible option.

Another problem is the lack of handling radiation heat transfer. In Rubbia's concept
there are two vessels, the reactor vessel and outside of this the containment vessel. In
between these vessels there will be an inert gas, here the radiation heat transfer is
important and cannot be neglected. Flow3D can remove radiation from a surface but
it is not transferred anywhere, it disappears.

Flow3D uses a structured mesh (orthogonal or cylindrical), this causes problems if
small details are needed. This is because neighbouring cells should not be 30 % bigger
or smaller due to stability considerations. Small details influence therefore the whole
mesh. Star-CD, for instance, has an unstructured mesh where such limitations are not
as severe.

Later at the Trento conference it looked like Pb/Bi would be chosen as coolant
instead of Pb since the experience with that technology are larger. Russians has used
Pb/Bi as coolant in their submarines for totally 70 reactor years. Therefore Pb/Bi will
probably be the choice in the first versions of the Energy Amplifier. Thereby, the
reason for choosing Flow3D disappeared, because Pb/Bi has a freezing point which is
significantly lower than Pb, freezing of the coolant will probably never appear.
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Figure 4: Flow 3D simulations of thermo hydraulics in a lead/bismuth vessel
experiment.
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